Airbus 320 - 500 Hours Line Training
plus 1 year job contract
Atrans Aviation offers A320 Line Training packages for inexperienced First Officers with Airbus Type Rating! The Airbus 320 Line Training Program provides 500 Hours Line Flying Time. Once you have satisfactory completed line training Atrans Aviation will guarantee you a position as First Officer for at least 1 year.

Our goal is to assist the persons who only have commercial pilot certificates to begin your airline career with us!
**THIS PROGRAM INCLUDES:**

- Full CAAV License.
- Induction Course.
- Company Manuals.
- Uniforms.
- Security Clearance & Crew ID.
- 500 hrs. Block time from the right seat.
- One year First Officer Job contract.
LOCATION:
• Vietnam

MINIMUM REQUIREDS:
• Hold a Commercial Pilot with Multi Engine Land Certificate (ME-CPL).
• Instrument Rating (IR).
• Minimum English ICAO Level 4.
• Class 1 medical.
• ATPL Frozen (JAA).
• A320 Type Rating with Base training.
• All licenses accepted such as FAA, JAA, CAA, CASA and etc..
TRAINING SEQUENCE:

Step 1:

• A320 Type Rating.
• Skype interview with The Airline Chief Pilot.
• Simulator check with TRE.
• Being officially in the program.
Step 2:

Phase 1: Ground school, Observation
- Safety Emergency Procedure (SEP).
- Crew Resources Management (CRM).
- Aviation Security.
- Dangerous Goods (DGR).
- Performance (Weight & Balance).

Phase 2: Cruise Pilot
- You will fly as cruise pilot with LFI/ TRI and qualified crew complement.
- 100 hours / minimum 40 sectors, starting at climb out above FL 200 and ending at FL 200 during descent.
- Performs all duties (PF/ PM) as P2, while in the seat.
Phase 3: Full Flight
• 100 hours / minimum 40 sectors flown with LFI / TRI.
• Minimum of first 20 sectors to be flown with a safety pilot.

Phase 4: Line Check
• Conducted by TRE.

Phase 5: Continue Line Training
• Continue flying as a First Officer to complete 500 hours Line Training Program.
• Starting the 1 year job with the same airline company to do maximum 1000 hrs as per CAAV limit.
Starting the 1 year job with the same airline company to do maximum 900 hrs as per GCAA limit.
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**PRICE:**
- 58,500 Euro

**ENROLLMENT STEPS & FEES INSTALLMENTS:**
- Upon receiving all the required copies of the documents mentioned above along with the signed training agreement form, an invoice will be sent out to you.
- 1,500 Euro is due to enroll the program (before simulator check).
- 41,000 Euro is due on the first day of the program (passed simulator check and being officially in the program).
- 16,000 Euro is due immediately after passing the line check.
SALARY:
The monthly salary & allowance (after 500 hrs Line Training Program) will be as following:
• 1,000 USD - On monthly Basic.
• 12 USD - Flying allowance, per flying hour.
• Suitable Hotel (when lay over).
• Transportation (Airline Base or Hotel to/from the Airport).
• Annual Leave: as per company policy.